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Duluth Harbortown/Superior Bolivia Water Project

Dear Mike,

This morning we went to visit Jusku Molle together with Ivo Velazques  from  Mano a Mano Nuevo
Mundo and Juan Carlos Rodriguez from our RC Cochabamba Tunari (Chairman of the International
Committee of our Club).

The construction of the reservoir is very advanced, considering that it has been expanded 30%
more than its original designed capacity.

The pictures attached in this mail, shows you different aspects of the site.

From A 100 to A103 are related to how they are actually using the contaminated water from the
sewage system from the nearby households to irrigate their few crops in this time of the year.

Pictures A104 and A105 shows how the actual pipeline the farmers use for pumping the water  to
irrigate their crops is broken and also shows a peculiar greenish color due to the pollution.

Pictures B 100 to B104, are taken at the reservoir site.  You can get an idea of the height of the
excavation comparing with a human body height.  You can also appreciate how the basin is being
expanded in order to accumulate more water than its original plan and also people adding more
pipeline to benefit more families.

With the pictures B105 to B107,  you can see how the beneficiaries live, the size of their houses
and although they actually have electricity, it is hard to imagine how they can live with so little
water not only for their crops but for their daily life.

The engineer in charge of the construction, Boris, from Mano a Mano Nuevo Mundo,  told us that
they have everything controlled in order to finish all the works and give the reservoir to the
community members at the end of September.   Some people of the community came to express
their gratitude and great expectation.

In name of my Club, I want once again thank you all in coordinating with us this project.

As it will be finished at the end of September, we will be sending to RF  the corresponding Final
Report within time.

Best regards to all of you in the Rotary Clubs who contributed to make this reservoir possible!

Helena Rozenman

Past President 2011-12

Rotary Club Cochabamba Tunari



ANEXO FOTOGRAFICO

Fotos: A-100 y A101.- Bombeo de aguas servidas para riego de cultivos



Fotos: A102.- Control del bombeo

Photos: A103 y 104.- Ruptura de los tubos de riego y perdida del agua



Foto 105.- Cultivos alfa alfa, utilizado como forraje de ganado vacuno y otros



Fotos: B-100

Personal ejecutivo de Mano a Mano Lic. Ivo Velasquez e Ing Boris

Personal ejecutivo de Rotary: CR Helena Rozenman Attie y CR Juan Carlos Rodriguez en visita a las
obras

Fotos: B-101 y B-102



Fotos: B-103 y B-104



Fotos: C-100 y C-101.- Vivienda del sector

A



Foto C-102.-


